The IUD: A Contraceptive Option for Postpartum and Postabortion Women

- The IUD is a safe and effective contraceptive option for postpartum women who wish to either space or limit subsequent births;

- Immediate postpartum IUD insertion has a higher retention rate if the IUD is inserted within 10 minutes after expulsion of the placenta, but the IUD can be inserted safely at any time during the first 48 hours after delivery;

- IUDs can be inserted after the fourth week postpartum;

- IUDs can be inserted after most abortions; and

- IUDs provide effective, reversible contraception for up to 12 years.

As postpartum contraception, the IUD offers several important advantages:

- It is readily accessible for women who deliver at health care facilities.

- It has no effect on breastfeeding.

- It is safe for use by HIV-positive women.

- It is immediately reversible should contraceptive desires change.

While expulsion rates associated with immediate postpartum IUD insertion are higher than those for the interval technique (more than four weeks after delivery), expulsion appears to be minimized when:

- Insertion occurs within 10 minutes after delivery of the placenta.
• Insertion placement is sufficiently high in the uterine fundus; and

• Insertion is done by a specially trained provider.

IUDs can also be inserted immediately postpartum for cesarean deliveries. Expulsion rates for insertions following cesarean deliveries are about the same as for interval insertion. Figure 1 summarizes IUD expulsion rates by timing of postpartum insertion.
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**Postabortion use**

IUDs can be safely inserted after most spontaneous or induced abortions. Contraindications to postabortion IUD insertion include pelvic infection, septic abortion or other serious complications. The interval IUD insertion technique is used after first trimester abortions. If the abortion occurs after 16 weeks of pregnancy, IUD insertion should be performed by a provider with special training.

**Counseling considerations**

For postplacental and immediate postpartum IUD insertion, high-quality counseling should begin during the antenatal period. However, some clients, particularly postabortion clients, may not have the opportunity for prior counseling. All women should receive quality counseling, and if a client chooses to use the IUD, she should be provided with the method if she is medically eligible.

---


Programmatic considerations

• For postplacental and immediate postpartum insertion, physicians and midwives should receive training in addition to the standard training in interval IUD insertion. This additional training is approximately one week in duration and focuses on correct technique and appropriate timing. Additional training is also required for insertion for postabortion clients after 16 weeks of pregnancy.

• Experience has demonstrated that staff providing contraceptive counseling need special orientation related to offering postplacental or immediate postpartum IUD placement as a contraceptive option. The counselor should highlight the safety and convenience of the method for women who have little contact with health facilities.

• Postplacental and immediate postpartum insertion has been most widely practiced in countries where IUDs are already popular. Clinical experience in countries as diverse as Mexico, China and Egypt demonstrates the practicality of the approach.

• While immediate postpartum IUD placement has most commonly been available in teaching hospitals, with adequate provider training and support, it should be considered as part of the method mix in all other facilities that provide delivery or postabortion care services.